Car Wash Ordering App for Better Queue
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Abstract — This study's goal is to create a booking application that is applied in a car wash. Seeing the rapid development of technology, one of which is the booking application, so many businesspeople take advantage of this booking application, for example, hotel booking applications, ticket bookings, and many more. But some business has not taken advantage of this booking application, one of which is the car wash business. Most car wash businesses still use manual methods in the process, from recording customer data and payments. In using this manual method, many problems occur. For example, recording incorrect data and counterfeiting money. Therefore, a study was conducted using the system development method, namely Waterfall. The waterfall method includes Analysis, Design, Coding, and Testing. The results obtained from this study are a Car Wash booking application utilizing the IoT topic, which is expected to help problems in the car wash business.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each year, the type of vehicle that is created is more varied in terms of price and terms of appearance (Ahmed & Roorda, 2022). This makes the world community interested and want to buy a vehicle for him. 2020 in Indonesia, the number of vehicles in Indonesia reaches 136 million. Especially on the island of Java. Most of the motorcycles are purchased by residents and cars under them. When we have a vehicle, of course, we will take care of it so that it is durable and does not get damaged quickly. An example of caring for the vehicle is by washing the vehicle (Tony & Lin, 2021). Most people use car wash services in Indonesia, especially in the capital city of Indonesia. The name is steam cars (Kafiev et al., 2020). Using these services will make our vehicles clean only by spending Rp. 50,000 (Harun et al., 2022). But there are drawbacks when washing our vehicles at vehicle steam services (Teow et al., 2022).

Namely, people don’t know whether the vehicle place is open or closed and whether the place is crowded. We don’t want to be hit by a long queue to wash the vehicle (Bu et al., 2022). Because when long queues hit us, it can ruin the schedule and make it ineffective (Pertama et al., 2022). Not only on steam, and most steam places still use the manual method for payment (Yuliarisa & Yandari, 2022) and registration (Dux-Santoy et al., 2022). Because nowadays, it is all technological. We must be updated so that we are not outdated (Muryani & Muqorobin, 2020).

Therefore, with problems that occur when washing vehicles want to make a product or application, there is A’s Car Wash. This web-based application is useful for booking when we want to do a vehicle wash (Reddy & Savant, n.d.). So, by booking, we can determine the place and time we want to do the vehicle washing (Othman & Ramli, 2021). There are so many services that use the booking application system in the process, for example, hotel booking applications (Saito et al., 2019), tickets (Guan et al., 2020), and futsal fields (Putra, n.d.). We use IoT to distinguish our applications from existing applications (Shafique et al., 2020). In the working method, other applications do not use it. IoT that we will use for the technique is to use a QR Code to detect the data that will be inputted by the user when using this application (Tiwari, 2016). So, the QR Code in this application is used to check whether the data entered by the user and the data entered by the admin computer are the same or not. Thus, there is no fraud more secure in its use (Egelhofer & Lecheler, 2019). And the QR Code is also valid as a data detection to prove that the user has used applications and services at the steam washing place (Liu et al., 2008). With this application, it is hoped that it can overcome the problems in the car wash/steam business.
II. METHODS

2.1 Theoretical Basis

2.1.1 QR Code
QR Code is a barcode developed by Denso Wave, a division of Denso Cooperation from Japan. The publication of the QR code was carried out in 1994. This barcode is widely used because its main functionality can convey information quickly and get a fast response as well. The content stored in the QR Code can be in the form of text, numbers, or binary codes. A QR Code contains a URL address, a web page, or an advertisement promoting a commercial product.

QR Code can be translated into a quick code or an abbreviation of Quick Response Code. The functionality of the QR Code is that it can be read quickly by the scanner (Scanner). On the official website, Denso Wave Incorporated (2014) claims to handle diverse data types such as numeric alphabet, kanji, kana, hiragana, symbol, binary, and control code and can encode up to 7,098 characters in one symbol. In addition, the QR Code is resistant to dirt and damage. An example of a QR code can be seen in Figure 1.

2.1.2 Framework

A framework is a code framework that can be refined with specific classes or functions designed to address the problems at hand. It can be concluded that the framework is object-oriented and is a system design that is reused. The goal is to reduce re-creating the same code so that you can focus more on working on certain parts. The framework that we will use in making this product or application is Laravel (Laaziri et al., 2019). The reason we use Laravel as the framework is that the website becomes easier to develop, there is a namespace that helps us to organize and manage website resources, etc.

2.1.3 Programming Code

PHP is the programming language that is used to create our website. It is the PHP programming language (Srivastava et al., 2022). PHP stands for Perl Hypertext Preprocessor and is code/script that will be executed on the server side. The server-side nature means that the script is executed by the server, and the results are sent to the browser. PHP is a programming code that works on a web server.

2.1.4 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
IDE is a computer program that has several facilities in software development. By using a particular IDE, all programming needs will be in one place, and sometimes other features are extremely useful in writing code (Bach et al., 2022). Windows, Linux, and macOS. Features include support for debugging, syntax highlighting, intelligent code completion, snippets, code refactoring, and embedded Git. Users can change the theme, keyboard shortcuts, and preferences and install extensions that add additional functionality.

2.1.5 Unified Modeling Language (UML)

UML is a language used to define, visualize, build, and document an information system. UML was developed as a tool for object-oriented design and analysis tools by Grady Booch, Jim Rumbaugh, and Ivar Jacobson. However, UML in the industry continues to increase. It is an open standard that makes it a popular modeling language in software and systems development.

The data modeling process describes the entire business process that will be carried out by an information system. The process model also describes the data involved in the process. One of the data modeling is using UML (Unified Modeling Language). The use of UML in this study includes Use Case diagrams, Use Case Scenarios, and Sequence diagrams.

2.1.6 Database

A database is a collection of interconnected data (relationships). Generally, it can be interpreted as a combination of related and organized data elements (Castro-Medina et al., 2020). MySQL is an implementation of a rational database management system (RDBMS) which is distributed free of charge under the GPL (General Public License).

Users can freely use MySQL, but with limitations, the software may not be used as a commercial derivative product. MySQL is a derivative of one of the main concepts in databases. Especially for the selection or selection and data entry that allows data operations to be done quickly and automatically. This study uses MySQL as the database of the entire process carried out.

2.1.7 Queue Discipline FIFO

First-In-First-Out queue (FIFO) is a method of solving the queuing problem that can be applied in a way where customers who come first or enter are assumed to be the first to leave (Saputra et al., 2020). If the vehicle service is issued, it will be completed first. This has been running by the queue flow where it is appropriate that the car service that enters the first time will be completed first. The FIFO algorithm is often used in various kinds of life problem solving and various applications and existing technologies. FIFO is an algorithm that is sequential and takes turns but remains on the path or path according to the first entry and then processed according to turn.

2.2 Waterfall

The system development method used is the waterfall. The advantage is that it is easy to apply (Chandran & das Aundhe, 2022). If all system requirements can be defined completely, explicitly, and correctly at the beginning of the project, software engineering (SE) can run well without problems, and problems with system requirements at the beginning of the project are more economical and less time wasted when compared to the problems that arise. In the next detention. The waterfall method has several stages, which are analysis, design, coding, and testing. The modeling of this method can be seen in Figure 2.
Analysis
In this stage, analyze things that happen in the car wash business and look for solutions to problems that occur, namely changing the registration system, which was originally done manually, into a booking system in the hope of making the queue better.

Design
In this stage, create a UI and UX for the application.

Code
In this stage, create a code for the application so the user can try the application.

Test
In this stage, do testing to check does the application have an error or bug and fix it.

The first stage is analysis. This stage is carried out to identify and gather requirements that help the technical team to understand the business context of an application. This stage also defines the output produced, the features possessed by the application, and the application functions. Furthermore, at the design stage, the application design is carried out from the planning results. This stage emphasizes the database and simple application interface design. At the coding stage, the design results are translated into software. The development stage will produce a computer program or application based on the system flow, database, and application interface design that has been designed at the design stage. The next stage focuses on testing the application in terms of logic and functionality and ensuring that all parts have been tested. This is done to minimize errors and ensure the results that come out are as desired.

In this study, the system testing used was Blackbox testing. The black box testing method focuses on the functional requirements of the software, thereby enabling the software engineer to derive a set of input conditions that fully utilizes all the functional requirements for a program. The flowchart of the research carried out can be seen in Figure 3 (Kinoshita-Ise & Sachdeva, 2022).

2.3 Queue Type
Queues can happen anywhere, for example, when going to the bank and the hospital. Queues exist so that when many people come to a place, it will be more organized and more space efficient. That is why queues are extremely useful in everyday life (Hu et al., 2022). We use the Multi-Channel Single Phase queuing method (Zhang et al., 2022). Because this queuing method is very suitable for the application. An example of a Figureure can be seen in Figure 4.

As the name suggests, this queuing system has several service facilities. Even though it consists of several services, every service facility is the same. Therefore, when there is an empty service facility, customers will be directed there. In this system, before customers get service in an empty service facility, they will line up by forming a line. We can see this queuing system in the queuing system at banks, barbershops, salons, community service counters, and others. With this queuing system, customers will get service faster, so they do not have to wait too long.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Business Process Model Nation (BPMN)

The running business process for washing is modeled using the nation’s business process model (BPMN) (Pufahl et al., 2022). One of the business processes that is exemplified in the process of booking a car wash. More details can be seen in Figure 5.

3.2 Use Case Diagram

Each function in the system is a process that is technically carried out by the actors involved in the relationship between the functional and the actor is described by a use case diagram. The use case diagram of this application design can be seen in Figure 6.

Based on the use case diagram of the application design in Figure 5, it is found that there are two actors involved in the application, namely admin and customer. Each actor is required to log in first before using the system. There are four functions in the web application that have a relationship with the function of each. For the admin, there are eleven functions, and the customer has three functional. Functionality in this web application was chosen based on the needs and effectiveness of the system.

3.3 User Interface Application

There is a screenshot from the application. Figure 7 is the main menu page from the application. There are a few buttons that can be pressed with their respective functions.

Figure 8 above is the admin menu page from the application. In this menu, all customers who have used this application to order then order will go to the admin page, which will be processed by the admin.

Figure 9 is the Login menu page from the application. This page is useful for users or customers who want to enter the application. That way, customers can try the application.

Figure 10 is the Registration menu page from the application. This page is useful for customers or users to create an account for login.

Figure 11 is the Registration menu page from the application. This page is useful for customers or users who want to book a car wash. Users must fill in all the available fields, so the order is successful.

Figure 12 is the Registration menu page from the application. This page is useful for customers or users to
check out the QR code, which is where the QR code is useful for proof that the user has used the application for booking.

3.4 A’e Car Wash VS AUTOSPA (Other Application)

After testing, we compare our website with an existing website called AUTOSPA or another website that has the same concept as our web. The comparison between our website and the other website can be seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14. While for storage size, that is 6,119 Mb to A’e Car Wash and 4,40 Mb to Auto Spa. It can be seen below in Figure 14. From the Result test performance by loading the page above, A’e Car Wash is faster than Auto Spa from mobile and desktop versions. The result from test performance in terms of loading speed and storage found that A’e Car Wash was faster than Auto Spa in loading speed, although the required storage was bigger than A’e Car Wash than Auto Spa. With the loading speed that this app has, it will make customers comfortable because they do not have to wait long when they want to go to the next page of the application.
seconds for A’e Car Wash and 4.9 seconds for AUTOSPA. Can be seen below in Figure 15 – Figure 18. Furthermore, A’e Car Wash compared with AUTOSPA with storage size 61.19 KB to A’e Car Wash, and 2.60 MB.

3.6 Function Comparison

In terms of function, these two websites have almost the same functions as booking, logging in, and paying. But A’e Car Wash has multiple functions. It can show the transaction details. It can show the QR code of the transaction. While Auto Spa only has a booking page, the user cannot see the transaction details.

3.7 Design Comparison

A’e Car Wash has multiple pages: booking pages, a home page, and the transaction detail page that makes it easy for customers to use. While Auto Spa only has one page, the user can book and input data on the same page. This website for login function put the button in the web footer. It can make customers confused when they want to log in. While A’e Car Wash login function is put in the header of the web, and this web requires customers to log in first before making a booking.

IV. CONCLUSION

This website was created to make customers easier to book car wash services from anywhere. Because we create it with the database so the order data/transaction details can be easily accessed by users. This website can prevent customers from long queues during the car wash process. Because users can check the availability of date, time, and service stations. Furthermore, our team would like to develop this application into a mobile app.
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